ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
To be competitive with the conventional energy source the efficiency of solar cell must be improved. Currently used multi-junction (MJ) solar cells are based on two or three junctions of different semiconductor materials connected in series [1] [2] [3] . It has been shown that, theoretically, the efficiency of MJ solar cells increases as it incorporates more and more junctions [4] . However, practically, there is a very little range of materials that could be used to make these cells. The primary requirements for the materials to be used for MJ 
MODELING
The theoretical simulation model is developed with the calculation procedure described in the following sections. It optimizes the design of MJ solar cells for high efficiency up to seven junctions. In this work we have considered the highest energy gap as the top cell and decrease from the top to bottom of the tandem cell. The n-p junction receives light by the n side. The top junction absorbs the photons with energy greater or equal to its energy gap and transmits the remaining photons to the junction directly below, and so on until the bottom junction. The energy gaps of the InxGal-N alloys that should be used for the tandem cells are optimized assuming a perfect quantum response of materials and equal photo current densities of each junction. The indium fraction was calculated using the relation given in reference [6] .
Calculation of short-circuit current density
The absorption of photons generates electron-hole pairs which produce photocurrent. The short-circuit current density of a tandem cell J, is given by the least of the photocurrent densities produced by the junctions of the tandem cell. The photocurrent density J4h of an n-p junction with energy gap Eg (i) and receiving light by the n side is taken equal to iPhi E Jp, (hv) + Jni (hV) + JW (hV), Eg (i) < hv (1) AM1..5 J,i (hv) and Jni (hv) are respectively the holes and electron current densities produced by the photons of energy hv>Eg (i) and Jw is the current density produced in the depletion region which has been neglected in this calculation. J,i (hv) and Jni (hv) were calculated using the theoretical conventional equations [7] . The thickness of the cells is adjusted to produce same current densities. Theoretically, the current mismatch between the junction's photocurrent densities should not exceed 5%. In this work the current mismatch was kept below 0.2%.
Calculation of open-circuit voltage
The open circuit voltage of a tandem cell is taken to be equal to 
where Nc and Nv are the density of states for conduction band and valence band respectively for each junction which are taken from reference [11] .
Efficiency Calculation
The efficiency of the tandem cell is given by 77= iph *Voc *FF -*100 (6) The (Do is the incident irradiance per unit area in mW/cm2 [12] . The fill factor (FF) is considered as 85%. The different cell property such as the energy gap of the identified material, current density, In fraction (x) of the alloy, n-side thickness and total thickness of each junction are shown. It is clear that the current density of each junction is almost same (9.87-9.85). The current mismatch between different cells is found to be below 0.2%. With the variation of n-side thickness the current is varied which results the variation of open circuit voltage and efficiency.
The properties of InxGalpN
The variation of lattice mismatch (minimum to maximum) between the junctions in the cell is shown in Fig. 3 noticeable that with increasing the junction numbers, the lattice mismatch between the junctions decreases and efficiency increases. This is because; increasing number ofjunction the difference in Indium fraction between two adjacent junctions decreases. 
